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About This Game

Hairy Little Buggers is a Simulation-Management game about cheeky Dwarves. Protect your dwarves as they dig tunnels, craft
tools & fight battles. Watch as they build workshops & bedrooms, farms & great halls! Train your warriors & protect against

goblins!

Features

Survive barren deserts, frozen wastelands and ashen plains!

Manage your dwarves physical AND emotional needs!

Build your way from stone blocks to shining steel!

8+ hours of gameplay!

Bad puns, rude jokes and cheeky humour!

Do you like simulation management games and enjoy laughing at poop jokes? Then do I have the game for you!
Picture dwarf fortress, but if it was made by a team that was drunk half the time.

Welcome to the world of Hairy Little Buggers!
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hairy little buggers

Basically the browser game but with more features (more maps, more weapons, more customization, play with friends). Not a
big fan of the no regen health overtime though.. Its a rugby game. It keeps crashing. Playing as space marines is very different
from the main campain on a strategic level. It is not massively different from the core game, the main difference being that you
don't have access to Steel legion units. However that means that there is no access to long range artillery or cheap infantry units..
A beautiful atmospheric game!
The sound is hypnotic and weaved in nicely to create the mysterious atmosphere. Expect tension and a decent amount of
suspense but NOT HORROR. Aside from some crazy demonic creatures this isn't a horror game. This isn't Subnautica either.
The fact you hold a \u201cgun\u201d aka \u201ctool\u201d is pure self-preservation. If you\u2019re hoping for the above,
sorry Charlie this game isn\u2019t for you. It\u2019s a linear storyline that takes you on an adventure with two other divers but
then things go wrong as they do and you find yourself lost for a while, so it\u2019s an experience. The voice acting is well done
and I personally got attached to the characters. It gets kinda emotional at the end when you find out that holy crap\u2026;)
Anyway, an intriguing little indie game with a twist and a message at the end. I enjoyed it.. I love this game! Amazing graphics,
spot on music and gameplay that keeps me coming back. The game atmosphere is calming yet challenging. Always manages to
surprise and intrigue. The extra bits of info are also cool as I am not a massive space enthusiast I now know much more about
satellites and space exploration than before. Overall definitely recommend and will keep playing!. Alright... I was waiting quite
a while before writing review for this one. It will be rather short, as I'm honestly still disturbed by this game. I like to play full
version of games, instead of censored ones, so whenever there is visual novel with cut-out 18+ content, I try to restore it. Usually
it's a good decision. It certainly wasn't in this case, although I wonder if "censored" version is really that much different in terms
on panty-shots, innuendos, the way characters speak to you and treat you. If not, it's not really helping this game. "Littlewith
Romanesque" manages to make sex scenes with older looking characters awkward and almost uncomfortable. And there are
plenty "not-old-looking" characters too, like cat lady, your two young students or angel. I could go with "just an art style", if
there weren't any normal looking women AND if the young-looking characters wouldn't act in a childish manner. They do. Add
to that, that it's get pretty clear, at some point, that you will end up with one (or maybe even two) of yours students in sexual
situation and it gets even more gross, since I had really hard time perceiving them as anything more than children and I wanted
to see their bond with main character as father-daughters and not something so disturbing. I think pretty much every female
character presented in the game, wants to sleep with protagonist at some point, which is ridiculous on its own.

So that was part about disturbing stuff. How is actual gameplay and is it worth your time? I'll be honest with you - as someone
who loves titles like "Long Live The Queen", I was very interested in concept of "raising" witches, teaching them skills and
spells, observing how this affect the plot and so on. And it's fun. For like 5 hours max. After that you have enough of rolling the
dices and teaching them new abilities, especially after you discover, that almost every set of quests, ultimately leads to, wait for
it, sex scene! Seriously, at some point it become quite obvious, that raising students isn't my main goal in this game.

Disappointing and disturbing.. Pretty neat but would be more interesting with women models than those silly figurines.. Sayori's
artwork is beautiful as always. Unfortunately, that is the only positive thing I can say about Tropical Liquor.

The game is as generic as one can get. Despite the large cast, the girls are terribly bland - I could not find a single likable
character because each one was so one-dimensional. The writing is terrible, with the majority of lines being copy-and-pasted not
just for the same girl, but across multiple girls in the game. Many times, most notably with Erika, the protagonist's lines and the
girl's lines get erroneously switched.

The Liquor Game, which has all the quality of a poor afterthought, serves no purpose in context. While minigames in similar
games tend to represent something, all I can glean from the Liquor Game is that the characters are drinking and stripping for no
reason. After doing it three times, nothing more can be gained from it, but thankfully that means it can then be ignored for the
remainder of the playthrough with no consequences.

The overall experience is lacking a single ounce of variety. Nothing changes across the thirty in-game days. The characters'
dialogue will always be the same. There is nothing to strive for, nothing to unlock, nothing that feels remotely rewarding for
trudging through. Since only a single girl can be confessed to per playthrough, and everything (except money and items) resets
after completion, there is no point in spending time with anyone else. A playthrough can thus be completed in around eight in-
game days, at which point it will catapult you to Day 29 for your sex scene regardless. I imagine those shooting for the Day 29
achievement (which can only be unlocked by actually playing through 29 days) will be having the protagonist sleep entire weeks
at a time.
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Nothing fun, nothing entertaining, nothing sexy. It's as if Tentacle Games saw HuniePop's success and wanted to mimic it
without understanding anything that made HuniePop successful. Instead, what they made is exactly the kind of thing HuniePop
was mocking in the first place.
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Earlier than early access should ever allow.

I personally don't think people should have to see games this early it just doesn't allow someone to see the vision of the final
product and kills hope for a solid future.
. Wow! This is only 43.1 MB! Quite impressive. Anyways, this is a really fun game with both sandbox building of inventions
and very difficult puzzle gameplay in challenge mode. Definitly worth picking this title up!. Everything you could want out of a
point and click adventure.

The art is gorgeous - detailed backgrounds and fun cartoony characters, animated fluidly and with a lot of charm. It really is
wonderful and on par with shows like Gravity Falls.

The puzzles felt like the exact right amount of difficulty. The solutions felt logical, but not to the point where you didn't have to
think about things at all. And on the puzzles that took me longer, I never was stuck so long as to get frustrated.

There's a few QTE and minigames, but I was given the option to skip them after failing a few times, so for the people that don't
enjoy them - no need to worry.

The story isn't as deep as some other adventures, but the game absolutely makes up for it with a lot of charm and inventive
ideas. Although the ending wasn't the most original thing I'd seen either, it was executed nicely.

I enjoyed the game so much that I felt it could have been a bit longer (finished in just around 2 hours, though I did not get all of
the achievements), but I'd rather it end on me loving every minute of it than have it outstay its welcome. Seriously, if you're a
fan of point and click adventures and/or 2D animation, get this. It's absolutely worth your time and money!. Not really sure what
I should write about this game, other then that it's a very calm and relaxing game for anyone interested in the concept of
producing and selling your own wine and I simply wanted to recommend it and give it a good score.. The tutorial is absolutely
anal and bizarrely broken, rendering entire game unbelievably unplayable. Get Evo instead!. This game really worked on killing
times and suitable to all ages.. Played on Vive. My PC meets low-mid VR requirements. Purchased 50% off at around $7.50.

Had some issues with goblin animations and blurriness. Most likely my lower end CPU. Some janky object interactions,
especially when it comes to chopping\/shredding. Cool art though and fun gameplay so can't really NOT reccommend it,
especially if this type of game is fun for you and you have a more mid to high end VR PC.. Music DLC's are totally worth it if
you prefer listening to the actual music in game, but would like to hear more than the 6 or so original tracks. Plus House is my
favorite dance music.

Getting them to actually download and go into the game took me a bit of fiddling, so if you run into the same issue, relog Steam,
go to the game's DLC's section in the library or properties, untick and retick the "Install" check boxes until you see them
downloading - may take a second to show it's downloading and may not show an installation blue bar.
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